ENHANCING PERSONAL QUALITIES
FOR SECURITY PERSONNEL
SABAH SKILLS & TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

Duration
2 Days

INTRODUCTION
Security personnel as front liners play a very important role in the organization. Not only are
they responsible for lives and property that can be worth millions or billions but also an
everyday role of interfacing with customers, suppliers, contractors, visitors and staff. It is vital
that security personnel are projecting a secured image by being an ambassador of any
organizations. While management would rather be using its energies for greater productivity,
quality and yield than managing crises, it ought to be remembered that security is a function that
operates 24 hours and all year round. It is imperative that security personnel are alert at all
times and keep the organization secured at all time. This exclusive security program has been
specifically developed to Enhance Personal Qualities for Security Personnel. It is designed to
ensure they are aware of their roles and responsibilities, enhance teamwork, developed core
skills and are competent professionals in this specialized field.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course, delegates are expected to be able to:


Accept that changes, challenges and difficulties are inevitable in crime prevention, hence,
the need to enhance personal qualities ti be Prepared, Alert, Ready to control movement,
protect nature and prevent crime.



To develop professional skills and enhance personal qualities of every Safety Guard.



Carrying out the roles & responsibilities towards achieving the organization goals with
importance to work Ethics and moral values.



Practice the 8 solutions enables us to be alert and ready all the time.



Learn how to be efficient and effective in discharging the security function i.e doing thing
right and doing the right things. Realize the roles of Detective to be Secured, Safe & Get
Better.



Enhance Communication skills (verbal & body language) to ensure secured workplace.



Learn how to conduct effective patrolling & surveillance by managing the five senses.



Set & re-set daily activities with Daily 8.

Non SSTC Member
RM 795.00
FSI’s Member
RM 768.50
Fee is inclusive of
refreshment, lunch,
course materials and
certificate of attendance

*Rate inclusive of 6% GST

COURSE CONTENTS

Security at home and workplace, be a Detective

Enhance personal qualities for security personnel

8 solutions— Mind, Body, Spirit & Character

Roles & Responsibilities. ”Security Personnel”

Align the mind, body & emotion towards security

Self confidence in dealing with people

Security Control & Measures

Managing the five senses

Teamwork towards security

Secure your daily activities with daily 8
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Safety guard, any security personnel in the organization.
RESOURCE PERSON
LOGA NAIDU. S, with a conquered career spanning over 30 years from a store-boy to Senior
Manager in warehouse, shipping, purchasing, transport & distribution, marketing including
Security Manager in a leading multi - national, Loga Naidu. S accumulated vast hands-on
experience in areas that include Physical Security, Security Procedures, Security Audits and
Consultancy. He is much sought after in areas such as Human Development, Security, Total
Logistics, Change Management, Marketing & Wellness for training, coaching and consultancy. He
is also a member of the APSA, Wellness Society and trainer for training bodies like PSMB
Sarawak, PSMB Sabah, NSSDC and Malaysian Nuclear Agency. To date he has trained thousands
of security personnel including Polis Bantuan in RSSB's exclusive security programs where he
shares with participants practical hands-on knowledge and skills towards realizing their own
vast potential especially in security with ethical behavior and high morale standard. Participants
from companies such as The News Straits Times Berhad, Texchem Corporation, Yayasan
Sarawak, West Port, Sabah Port, AMM, Sapura, Tamaco Oil Mill, Merdeka Palace Hotel, Samling
(Bintulu), Daiken Sarawak, Cahaya Mata Sarawak, Sabah Urban Development, Hornbill Skyways,
CMS Cement, Sabah Medical Centre etc.
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